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_'_ SlDOIARY
_ Resulta in the fom of pressure and load distributions for a related group
i! configurations are presented. The configurations
of simulated launch vehicle
were selected so that the nose-cone and Interstage transltlon-flare components
were relatively close to one another and sub_ect to mutual interference effects.
Tests extended over a Math number range from 0.40 to I.20 at angles of attack
,_ from 0° to about 10°. The test Reynolds numbers, based on main stage dlamete=,




In the past, considerable experlmental eff0ct has be_ dlzected to the
determination of aerodynamic force, moment, and loading characterlstlc8 fO_....._-_
launch vehicle configurations. (See refs. I to 10.) This experimental effort
I was required, in part, baoause of the lack of suitable theoretical methods whichcould be used to predict vehicle aerodyn_31c characteristics with the required
accuracy, particularly in the transonic speed range. Also, the available
experimental results were applied in the develol_aent of empirical methods which
could be used to make relatively rapid estimates of aerodynamic load distribu-
tions for some launch vehicle configurations. (See ref. 3, for example.) The
empirical methods were llmlted in their applicatlon, however, to cone-cylinders
or to configurations having no local flow separation. More recently, analytl-
ca1 methods have become available. (See _ef. 11, for example.) The analytical
approaches, however, are generally restricted to cases for attached flows.
i As part of the experimental effort noted earlier, investigations have been• conducted in the Langley 8-Foot Transonic Pressure Tunnel and the Langley Uni-
• tary Plan Wind Tunnel in order to determine the effects on force, moment, and
loading characteristics of systematic variations in the geometry for simulated
_ launch vehicles. Results for a number of configurations for which the nose-cone
and stage transltlon-flaEe ccmponenta were separated by a cylinder of relatively
hlgh fineness ratio are available in references 5 to 9.
I"
: The investigation was conducted in the Langley 8-Foot Transonic Pressure
Tunnel in order to determine the effects of systematic variations in geometry
on the load distributions of a number of configurations for which the nose-cone
- and stage transltion-flare components were located relatively close to one
another and were, therefore, sub_ect to mutual interference effects which, in
many cases, caused flow separation to occur. The tests extended over a Math
number range from 0.40 to 1.20 and angles of attack from 0° to about 10o.
Test Reynolds numbers, based on the main stage diameter, were of the orde_ of
0.98 x 106. Transonic force and moment results for a number of identical c_n-
figurations are given in reference 10.
r S_qBOLS
Values are given in both SI and U.S. Customary Units. Measurements for
this investigation were taken in U.S. Cuetcaary Units. Details concerning the
use of SI Units, together with physical constants and conversion factors, are
given in reference 12.
_, cn tx:dy section normal-force coefficient, (Cp, z - Cp, u) d
p_ - p
Cp pressure coefficient, --
m
D local diameter, cm (in.)
Dref maln-stage diameter, 7.87 cm (3.10 In.}
Z model reference length, 127 cm (50 in.)
B M Math number
p free-stream static pressure, Pa (Ib/ft2)
o_ . 1
p_ local static pressure, Pa (ib/ft2)
q free-stream dynamic pressure, Pa (ib/ft2)
qM=1.20 free-stream dynamic pressure at M m 1.20, Pa (Ib/ft2)
R Reynolds number based on maln-stage diameter
r local body radius, cm (in.)
x longltudlnal distance, measured f_om reference station 0 ahead of
body, c= (in.)
y lateral distance, measured from body center llne, cm (in.)
a true angle of attack, deg
_nom nominal angle of attack of model center llne (does not include
corrections _or deflection of model and support system due
to load), _eg




orifice row meridian angle, measured clockwise from the vertical
as viewed from front, deg
Subs_ipts:
_ ! lower
il, : u _per
APPARATUS A_) TESTS
Tunnel
The investigation was conducted in the Langley 8-Pcot Transonic Pressure
Tunnel. This faQillty is a slngle-return, rectangular, slotted-throat tunnel
with controls that allow for the independent variation of Naoh number, density,
temperature, and humidity. The tunnel is designed to obtain aerodynamic data
for speeds up to and through the speed of sound while minimizing the usual
effects of blockage.
Model
The model used for the investigation was the varlable-geemetry model
desoribed in refer_.,ue5. Pot this investigation, the upper-stage ¢_llnder
fineness ratio was held constant at I.42 for most configurations, and nose
cones having half-angles from 15.3° tO 30.0° were each tested in combination
with interstage transition flares having half-angles from 5.0° to 30.0°. In
addition, for one set of nose-cone and translt£on-flare c_mponents, the upper-
stage fineness ratio was varied from 1.42 to 0. To aid the reader, model con-
figurations are designated by a three-dlgit number ac_ording to the following
arrangementz









Third digit - stage transition-flare half-angless
1 5.0 °
2 10.1 °
- 3 15.0 °
4 30.0 °
i_; For example, configuration 321 has a nose-cone half-angle of 30.0 °, an
i_ upper-stage fineness ratio of 1.42, and a stage transition-flare half-angle!_ of 5.0 °. Model configurations are also listed in table 1.
1_ Model pressure orifices were installed along four longitudinal rows
which were located at meridian angles (measured clockwise from the vertical• as viewed from the front) of 0°, 30 ° , 60 ° , and 90 ° . All orifice locations,
which are indicated nondimenslonally in the tables of results, are referenced
to model station 0 which was located 127 cm (50 in.) forward of the model ba_e.
(See fig. 1(b).}
Tests and Procedure
The investigation was conducted at a stagnation pressure maintained at
approximately 101.5 kPa (2120 ib/ft 2) . All configurations were tested at an
angle of attack of 0° through a Maoh number range from 0.40 to 1.20. Results
were also obtained over an angle-of-attack range from -10 ° to 10° at Math num-
bers of 0.60, 0.80, 1.00, and 1.20. Average test Reynolds numbers and dynamic
pressures are given in figure 2.
The investigation was conducted with a transition strip located at the
Juncture of the nose cone and upper stage. The transition strip was 0.254 om
(0.1 in.) wide and was composed of No. 80 carborundum grains set in a plastlc
adhesive.
Model pressures were measured by the use of six scanning valve units. Dif-
ferential pressure transducers were utilized, with ranges selected to provide
nearly maximum gage outputs for the expected maximum pressure levels. No force
, or moment measurements were made during this investigation.
Boundary Interference Effects
At the time of the wlnd-tunnel investigation, the effects of subsonic
boundary interference in the slotted test section were _onsldered negligible.
More recently, however, boundary-wall interference effects have been identified
at Mach numbers close to 1.00. (See ref. 13.) These effects approach a maximum
at a Mach nund_er of 1.001 however, on the basis of the results of reference 13,
they are confined to the rearward 50 percent of the bodies tested. For this
investigation, therefore, the variations in loads over the regions of primary
interest are judged to be valid at a Mach number of 1.00. At supersonic speeds,
;- 00000001-TSA06
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the experimental results are generally affected by boundary-reflected distur-
bances which occur at Math numbers from slightly over 1.00 to those at which
i disturbances are reflected downstream of the model base. For this investiga-
tion, the model lengths were such that no reflected disturbances affected the
results at a Math number of 1.20. Schlieren photographs, however, and an exami-
nation of the results indicate that a disturbance originating at the tunnel wall
has a slight but noticeable effect on the pressure distributions at a Math num-
_ her of 1.20 at model stations between about x/l = 0.82 and x/! - 0.86.
Because this effect is slight and occurs well to the rear of the model compo-
nent_ which were varied, it is _udged to be negligible in coneiguration
,:- coMpar Isons.
CORRECTIONS AND ACCURACY
Angles of attack presented in this paper should be considered as ncmlnal
angles for this reason: although corrections have been made for tunnel airflow
angularity, none have been applied for deflections of the model and support sys-
tem under load. Estimates of the true angles of attack can be made, however,
based upon the static loadings of reference 7 and the force and moment charac-
teristics for the present configurations given in reference 10. The true angle
of attack may be determined (to within ±0.1 °) fran the empirical expression
a : a_omt + 0.015 a4¢=lq.201
[
where the values of dynamic pressure are obtained from figure 2.
A consideration of factors affecting the results of this investigation
has indicated that pressu:e coefficients are generally accurate within ±0.01.
Bower, r, in model regions of extramely varying pressures (for example, in the
region of the Juncture of the nose cone and ulster stage or for conditions in
which pressures are noticeably sensitive to small Math number changes, such
accuracies may not be expected. (See fig. 3.) Local deviations from the
quoted free-stream Mach numbers did not exceed ±0.015.
DIS(_3SSION OF RESULTS
Results of this investigation are presented as pressure coefficients
(tables 2 to 15) and section normal-force coefficients (tables 16 to 26).
Since the orifice rows extended only 90° radially about the model, section
normal-force coefficients were obtained by combining pressure distribution
results at identical positive and negative angles of attack. Representative
data from the tables have been selected for graphical presentation (figs. 4
to 10) and are plotted to show the general eEfecta of configuration variables
on the pressure coefficients and on the section normal-force coefficients
(multiplied by a diameter ratio to give load distributions).
s i
Pressure Distr lbutions
Bffect of nose angler ._ - 0o. - The effects of a variation in nose-cone
angle on the longitudinal pressure distributions are presented in figure 4 for
configurations having stage transltlon-flare angles ranging from 5.0° to 30.0°.
For the lowest stage transltlon-flare angle [6F - 5°, fig. 4(a)), the effects
of varying nose-cone angle are relatively sllghkl the most noticeable result
i_ a broadening of the negative pressure-coefflclent peaks just downstream of
li:_ the Juncture of the nose cone and upper stage at Maah numbers of 0.80 and 0.90
as nose-cone angle is Increased. As noted in reference 5, the broadening of
these peaks is associated with increases in separatlon as the nose-cone angle
. and associated adverse pressure gradient are increased.
As the stage transltlon-flare angle is increased to 30.0° (figs. 4(b)
to 4(d)), the effects are greatly amptlfled because of the increased adverse
pressure g_adients resulting from the flare-angle inc=ease. In the extreme
case, a significant region of separated flow is evident fo_ configuration 324
(_N = 30°, _F = 30°) at a Math number of 0.90 Just downstream of the nose-cone
juncture. (See fig. 4(d).) Separation is also evident Just downstream of the
juncture of the transition flare and main stage at a M_ach number of 0.90. This
separation is indloate_ by the broadening of the associated peaks for all
transitlon-flare angles and for nose-cone half-angles of 15.0° and 22.5O. (See
figs. 4(b) to 4(d).) The configurations which exhibit the greatest degree of
separation downstream of the juncture of the nose cone and upper stage appear
to have the least amount of separation downstream of the Juncture of the stage
transition flare and the main stage. (See fig. 4(d) where M = 0.90, for exam-
ple.) This characteristic results from the fact that for low nose-cone angles,
the flow apparently remains attached ove_ the upper-stage surface. Therefore,
the full effect cf the transltion-flare compression and overexpanslon is felt,
and an adverse pressure gradient severe enough to separate the flow downstream
of the Juncture of the transition flare and the main stage results. For the
higher nose-cone angles, separation over the upper stage tends to mask the
effect of the transition flare, so that from an aerodynamic standpoint, the
flow acts as if it were approaching a transition flare of a significantly lower
angle and probably reattaches at the corner between the transition flare and the
main stage.
Effects _: annie of attack.- The ufrects of a variation in angle of attack
from "6° to 60 on the pressure coefflolunts in the top row (_ = 0°) are pre-
sented in figures 5 to 8. For a transitlon-flare angle of 5° , pressure distri-
butions at angles of attack from -6° to 6° are very similar to those at 0° and
!; show little variation i_,characteristics as Math number is varied (figs. 5(a]
to 8(a)). As the transltion-flare angle is increased to 10.1°, however, a
noticeable broadening of the pressure-coefflclent peak for the nose cone and
upper stage occurs. This broadening, indicative of separation, appears as the
angle of attack is increased to 3° and 6° (figs. 7(b) and 8(b)).
Generally, increases in stage transition-flare angle to 15.0° and 30.0°
result in an earlier onset of the noted separation effects with regard to both
angle of attack and Math number. For the higher flare angles, separation on
the main stage becomes apparent at the higher Math numbers. (See figs. 7(c)
and 8(c), for example, at Math numbers of 1.00 and 1.20.)
° 6
Loading Distributions
The effects of variations in nose-cons angle on the load distributions
fo3 angles of attack of 3° and 6° ace presented in figures 9 and 10, respec-
tively. As expected, the nose-cone and transition-flare canponente cac=y the iI
greater portion of the loading. For configurations which experience a signlfl-
cant degree of separation (see, for example, configuration 324 at a Math number
oZ 0.80, fig. 10(d)), a notable portion of the load is carried by the upper
stage.
_i _. S_e4ARY OF RESULTS
i Results of this investigation are presented as pressure coefficients
• and section no,hal-force coefficients. At low stage transltlon-flare angles,
,: effects of varying nose-cone angle are slight. As stage transltlon-flare angle
_:_ is increased, eignlfloant regions of flow separation occur. These regions are
associated with increased adverse pressure gradients. Generally, increases An
:-_ stage transltlon-flare angle to 30.0° result in an earlier onset of the noted
_ separation effects with regard to both angle of attack _d Maoh number.
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(a) Configuration 121, _ = 0°.
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(e) Cont_tguratton 121j ct = =+10°.
FLgure 3.- ContLnued,
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(0) ,SI, = 15°.
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(a) 6p = 5°.
Pigure 5.- Effects of variation in nose-cone angle Eor _ = 0° and _ = -6 ° .
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(b) SF = 10"1°"
Figure 5.- Continued.
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(a) 6F = 5o.
Figure 6.- Effects of variation in nose-cone angle for _ = 0o and a = -3o.
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(d) 6t = 30o.
_igur¢ 6.- Continued.
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(a) 6r - 5o.
Figure 7.- Bffects of _artation in nose-cone angle for _) = 0° and Q = 3°.
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(a) Concluded.
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